notes on problem set 2

A+ work: impactful clarity in presentation (example/ noah’s p1) and comprehensiveness in manner of interaction (example/ jamesseo's presentation of p2 & gian's presentation of p2). exhibiting consistent quality across entire problem set document.

A work: having a good idea, but not expressed clearly (example/ casey's hit-me bag). representing a significant piece of system development (example/ margarita's quicktime VR). exhibiting consistent quality across entire problem set document.

B+ work: having an almost good idea, but not getting there all the way due to time management issues or getting caught in the underlying implementation.

B work: completing problem set. exhibiting consistent quality across entire problem set document. in general, people that receive a B are recommended to setup a 15-minute monday meeting with me by contacting elizabeth marzloff (marzloff@media.mit.edu). also ample communication with the TA's will help strengthen your work.

in total, given the situation of the world you have all done quite well. keep up the great work.